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Feature alignment as a
generative process

Tiago de Souza Farias* and Jonas Maziero

Departament of Physics, Center for Natural and Exact Sciences, Federal University of Santa Maria,

Santa Maria, Brazil

Reversibility in artificial neural networks allows us to retrieve the input given an

output. We present feature alignment, a method for approximating reversibility

in arbitrary neural networks. We train a network by minimizing the distance

between the output of a data point and the random output with respect to a

random input. We applied the technique to the MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA, and

STL-10 image datasets. We demonstrate that this method can roughly recover

images from just their latent representation without the need of a decoder.

By utilizing the formulation of variational autoencoders, we demonstrate that

it is possible to produce new images that are statistically comparable to the

training data. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the quality of the images can

be improved by coupling a generator and a discriminator together. In addition,

we show how this method, with a few minor modifications, can be used to

train networks locally, which has the potential to save computational memory

resources.
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1. Introduction

Feature visualization (Olah et al., 2017) is a set of techniques for neural networks

aiming to find inputs that maximize the activation of one or more selected neurons

from the same network. Usually, feature visualization is used as a method for model

interpretability, where one seeks to understand a neural network by analyzing howmuch

each neuron contributes to a neural network by perceiving the images generated by

these techniques. The process of obtaining these inputs is, in a sense, an attempt toward

reversing a neural network. Since a neural network is composed by functions that map

inputs to outputs, the visual representation of a feature is the input we would have given

a target activation for a group of posterior selected neurons.

The reversibility of neural networks relates to how well one can reverse the map from

the activation of target neurons back to the input neurons (Gomez et al., 2017). In most

cases, neural networks are not reversible, primarily due to three reasons: (1) The presence

of non-reversible activation functions [e.g., ReLU (Nair andHinton, 2010)], whichmeans

that in general, it is impossible to directly recover the input value x given the output

value f (x). (2) Non-orthogonal weights, as there are neither constraints nor incentives

for their matrix representation to converge to having this property. (3) Lack of one-to-

one relationships as a result to the reduction of dimension as the information is passed

through each layer of a network. In addition to the reversing mapping, reversible neural
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networks have the benefit of memory efficiency: unlike non-

invertible neural networks, which must store all of the

activations for the backward pass during training, reversible

neural networks only need to store a portion of the activations

in order to update the trainable parameters.

Reversibility also constrains the number of possible models,

as many possible parameters configurations model the data.

For example, if one considers an analytical function that

one wants a sufficiently parameterized neural network to

approximate, with the pair of data {x, f (x)}, several local minima

estimate the function x → f (x), each of which was obtained

by a different random initialization of the neural network

parameters (assuming optimal convergence). By restricting the

reversibility f (x) → x, we can reduce the number of optimal

points toward which a neural network can converge. Since many

local optima converge to comparable losses, local optima do

not pose a problem for neural networks; however, they lack

interpretability because the inputs cannot be recovered from a

given output.

Memory is often a bottleneck for neural networks. Modern

deep learning techniques frequently use the backpropagation

algorithm (Linnainmaa, 1976; Rumelhart et al., 1986), which

requires the storage of all network activations in order to update

its parameters. Local training rules enable a more effective

memory optimization of neural networks (Baldi and Sadowski,

2016). By constraining the trainable parameters, such as the

weights, to be updated only by local variables (the information

contained in the neurons that share the same parameter),

we can reduce the memory requirements to load a model

in hardware such as CPUs and GPUs. This constraint can

conserve memory resources and has a wide range of potential

applications, including low-memory devices (Sohoni et al., 2019;

Velichko, 2020), training large batch sizes (You et al., 2017;

Gao and Zhong, 2020), and, even training very large neural

networks (Jing and Xu, 2019).

Our goal in this paper is to show that feature alignment

can be used for approximate reversibility of neural networks

as well as sampling of images. This approximation is based

on performing gradient descent on the input space while

simultaneously training a network to estimate the input given

an output. To show the feasibility of the proposed technique, we

make use of generative networks to generate samples statistically

similar to the training data by making use of approximated

reversibility. We also adapt the technique for local training,

showing that is possible to reverse an encoder by mapping the

output latent vector back to the images of a dataset with only

local variables.

2. Related work

Several works have been done in the area of feature

extraction, especially applied for model interpretability and

explainability (Gilpin et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2021; Ismail

et al., 2021; Shahroudnejad, 2021; Thakur and Han, 2021).

These techniques, used for extracting features, usually consist

in activation maximization (Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2016; Ellis

et al., 2021), where a group of neurons, which can involve

from a single neuron up to an entire layer (or channel for

convolutions), is selected to extract the feature bymaximizing its

activation.Many of these techniques of feature extraction consist

in studying features in already pre-trained classifiers (Nguyen

et al., 2016b). Other techniques consist in searching for features

in the latent space (Shen et al., 2020). Feature extraction can also

be utilized for understanding which parts of an input contribute

the most for the target activations (Springenberg et al., 2015;

Zintgraf et al., 2017; Selvaraju et al., 2020).

In a generative process, we want to produce new examples

with the same statistical distribution as the training data.

There are several different techniques to model the data for

a generation. Among these techniques, autoencoder based

networks, generative adversarial networks, and normalizing

flows are very popular. Autoencoders (AE), while not generative

networks, they constitute of building blocks for other generative

networks and offer insights about mapping the input to other

representations. Autoencoder consist of two networks: an

encoder that projects the inputs into a vector, usually with a

smaller dimension, and a decoder that reconstructs the input

from this vector. The compressed vector has a high-level

representation of the model, in which each neuron contributes

to properties beyond the data level at the input layer (Lee et al.,

2011). Autoencoders are commonly trained in an unsupervised

fashion, nevertheless, some variants include labeled information

to further increase training for a specific objective. Variational

autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma andWelling, 2014, 2019; Doersch,

2021) gives autoencoders generative capability by projecting the

data into a probabilistic latent vector, thus we can generate

data statistically similar to the training data by sampling

random latent vectors and projecting them to a decoder

network. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow

et al., 2014; Gui et al., 2020; Salehi et al., 2020) are another

example of a generative method. By having two competing

networks, a generative network which takes a random low-

dimensional input and outputs an image, and a discriminator

network that compares the images from the training dataset

and the sampled ones from the generator. The competition

arises by training the generator to fool the discriminator by

generating images as closest to the training dataset as possible.

Normalizing flows (Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018; Papamakarios,

2019; Kobyzev et al., 2020) is another generative paradigm that

generate images by transforming a simple distribution to a more

complex one by a series of reversible transformations.

Diffusion models is another method that can be utilized

to generate samples that are statically comparable to a dataset

(Sohl-Dickstein et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2020; Rombach et al.,

2022). They are trained to predict the noise that is presented in a
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sample by repeatedly exposing them to increasing levels of noise

as part of their training. The state-of-the-art capability of this

method, which can generate samples with high fidelity and that

are similar to the training dataset, is the primary benefit of using

this method. On the other hand, diffusion models take a long

time to sample because they require a large number of steps to

denoise an image, which is a process that is very computationally

intensive.

There have been works combining autoencoders with GANs

(Larsen et al., 2016). The work done in Dosovitskiy and Brox

(2016) and Nguyen et al. (2016a) is related to ours. They

synthesized new images with the same statistics as the training

data by inputting features to a generator network. The main

difference is that, in these previous articles, the features are

obtained with a pretrained network.

Most works on reversibility consist in architectural changes

of neural networks (Baird et al., 2005; Grathwohl et al.,

2018; Schirrmeister et al., 2018; Atapattu and Rekabdar, 2019;

Behrmann et al., 2019). These changes guarantee a one-to-

one relationship between inputs and outputs. BiGAN (Donahue

et al., 2017) constructs a generative network and a reverse

network that inputs images back to noise, which can be used to

obtain a latent representation of a dataset directly. Dong et al.

(2021) shows that is possible to reverse neural networks in the

case of reconstruction of images.

Local learning rules have been explored since Donald Hebb

proposed a simple model for learning in the brain (Hebb,

1949). The main advantage of this kind of learning algorithm is

requiring lower memory resources. Some works are biologically

inspired (Krotov and Hopfield, 2019; Lindsey and Litwin-

Kumar, 2020), while others focus solely on efficiency (Isomura

and Toyoizumi, 2016, 2018; Wang et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022).

There is a growing body of work discussing whether the brain

does backpropagation (Whittington and Bogacz, 2019; Song

et al., 2020), with some approximations for training artificial

neural networks (Lillicrap et al., 2020; Millidge et al., 2020;

Laskin et al., 2021; Salvatori et al., 2021).

Another approach for saving memory resources is gradient

checkpoint (Dauvergne and Hascoët, 2006; Chen et al., 2016;

Kumar et al., 2019; Sohoni et al., 2019), where memory is traded

with computation time by re-evaluating neurons when they are

needed for backpropagation instead of storing their activations

all at once. While this technique decreases the amount of

memory necessary to train a neural network, it requires many

forward propagation calculations on the network, depending

on its size, which can increase time consumption, while local

learning rules, as opposite, require only one forward propagation

to update the parameters.

Table 1 summarizes the related works. We classified each

method by four properties: being able to train with new

data, whether the method can reconstruct data from a

latent space, if the method is able to produce new samples,

and reversibility. Three methods have all four properties:

normalizing flows, diffusion models and feature alignment.

Architecturally, normalizing flows is composed entirely by

reversible layers, while feature alignment allows for arbitrary

networks. Diffusion models contain a reversibility restriction

that is reversing samples from noise; consequently, diffusion

can only reverse samples with higher noise to lower noise. This

requirement does not apply to feature alignment because the

mapping can be done with any number of dimensions from the

input space to the output space and loss does not always require

noise for optimization.

3. Methods

The method of feature alignment is covered in this section.

It consists of two phases: first, we perform a gradient descent

on a random input using a loss function that measures the

distance between the encoded random input and an encoded

image. After that, the network is then trained on a different loss

function, which evaluates the distance between the inputs and

the gradient that was performed on it. By doing this, the network

is able to learn the inverse map that leads from its outputs to

the inputs that correspond to those outputs, thus recovering the

information that triggered its activation.

3.1. Feature alignment

The feature alignment encoder consists of a encoder with

parameters θ and an arbitrary number of latent variables as the

output. From a dataset x ∈ X, zx = E(x; θ) is the output from an

input x. With the same network, zr = E(r; θ) is the output from
a random input r, chosen from some probability distribution,

with the same dimension as the input data.

The feature r̂ of zx is obtained by minimizing a distance

function L(zx, zr) with respect to the random inputs r. We

choose a gradient flow for minimizing this distance, since it

can evolve the random input continually, as follows in the

Equation (1).

∂r

∂t
= −∂L

∂r
. (1)

Since zx is fixed, r will evolve such as the function of the

random variables will approximate z(x) as much as possible

(see Appendix A). We want to solve Equation (1) as efficiently

as possible in time and memory. By discretizing the gradient

flow, we obtain an approximation for the feature, as shown in

Equation (2).

rt = rt−1 − τ
∂L

∂r
, (2)

with τ being a hyperparameter that weights the contribution of

the gradient. Equation (2) is similar to activation maximization,

except that we are minimizing for the neurons to have a target
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TABLE 1 Comparative table among previous works from the literature and with this article.

Method Trainable Reconstruction Sampling Reversible References

AE ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ Lee et al., 2011

VAE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ Kingma and Welling, 2014

GAN ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ Goodfellow et al., 2014

BiGAN ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ Donahue et al., 2017

Feature extraction ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2016

Normalizing flow ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Kingma and Dhariwal, 2018

VAE-GAN ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ Larsen et al., 2016

Reversible guidance ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ Atapattu and Rekabdar, 2019

Diffusion models ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Rombach et al., 2022

Feature alignment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ This work

FIGURE 1

An encoder that has been trained using feature alignment for

the purposes of reconstruction. Left: the encoder receives an

input that is batched from training data as well as a random

input, which is updated by minimizing the distance between

their latent representations. The network is trained to

approximate r̂ ≈ x. Right: during inference, we reconstruct x by

only using its latent representation zr and doing gradient

descent on the random input r.

activation, which is the latent representation of an image x.

These updates are done in T time steps. Properly optimized,

the solution to Equation (2) converges to the input x by

approximating the inverse of the weights (see Appendix A). So,

by optimizing the parameters of the network, the weight matrix

between layers will have the orthogonal property w
T
w = I,

which implies in approximated reversibility (see Appendix B).

After we extract the representation r̂, we measure how

similar it is to the inputs x by a new loss function C(x, r̂).

This second loss function is used for training the encoder by

optimizing its parameters. As the neural network is trained,

the encoder learns, not only to map the inputs to the latent

variables, but also the reconstruction of the inputs from the

latent vector. Following training, we can reconstruct the inputs

by knowing only the latent vector. Figure 1 and Algorithm 1

summarize the feature alignment technique. First, using an

encoder E(θ), we obtain the latent representation zx of an

input, x, which can be an image. The same encoder is then

given a random input of the same size as the input that is

drawn from a predetermined distribution (such as a uniform

or Gaussian distribution), outputting the latent representation

zr . We then perform a gradient descent on the random input

for T steps (a chosen hyper-parameter). Once we have both

latent representations, we update the encoder parameters θ by

minimizing the distance between the optimized random input r̂

and the input x.

3.2. A toy example

To gain a better understanding on how feature alignment

works, here we will look at a straightforward example. Let’s

say we want to approximate a function y = f (x) with a

neural network. While we can approximate y with a sufficiently

parameterized neural network F(x; θ), we can not recover x

given only F(x; θ) for functions that do not have a one-to-one

relationship.
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zx = E(x; θ)
initialize r = x.shape from a random distribution

t = 0

while t < T do

zr = E(r; θ)
L = ||zx − zr||22
r = r − τ ∂C

∂r

t = t + 1

end while

r̂ = r

C = ||x− r̂||22
update θ by optimizing C

Algorithm 1. Training with feature alignment.

With the feature alignment method, we can constrain the

network F to be able to approximate the reversible map x =
f−1(y). In this example, we will look at the function y =
sin(3πx). The network used consists of two fully connected

hidden layers with 1,024 neurons each, with both input and

output single neurons. The network trained with FA has an extra

neuron in the output layer to act as a latent variable because

sin(3πx) has a correspondence many-to-one. The equation

L = ||lx − lr||22 + α||fx − fr||22, (3)

represents the auxiliary loss function for reversing the network,

with a hyper-parameter α, which in this example was set to

α = 0.01, fx is the output of the network we want to approximate

and fr is the output given a random input, lx is the latent neuron

and lr is the latent neuron from the random input. Then, we can

recover x by using the equation r̂ = r − ∂L
∂r .

The parameters of network are updated tominimize both the

difference between the input to its approximation and the output

to the function we want to approximate, with the loss function:

C = ||y− fx||22 + ||x− r̂||22. (4)

Figure 2 shows the results for a network trained with and

without feature alignment. We can observe that in the absence

of FA, the network is only able to approximate the inputs

partially. On the other hand, when the loss of feature alignment

is included, we have complete approximation within the entire

function domain.

3.3. Variational autoencoders with
feature alignment

In the context of generative processes, autoencoders,

in general, are unable to generate new samples with the

same statistical distribution as the training data. The latent

variables from the data, if associated with a distribution of

variables, may be too complicated or convoluted for effective

sampling. To enable feature alignment with sampling, we use the

variational autoencoder (VAE) formulation, without a decoder

network. As a result, the inverse of the encoder becomes

its own decoder, just as was previously with autoencoders.

In the VAE, the output of the encoder is coupled with two

layers that return the mean value µx and variance σ 2
x of the

data. We constrain the latent vector to have a distribution

that is easy to sample (typically a Gaussian distribution),

by comparing two probability distributions using a metric

such as the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Subsequently, the cost

function in Equation (5) is used to train the feature encoder

with a constraint to the output latent variables from a known

random probability distribution p(z), from which we can easily

sample. The constant β is a hyper-parameter that improves the

disentanglement representation of the data by regularizing the

latent vector (Higgins et al., 2016; Burgess et al., 2018; Sikka et al.,

2019):

L = ||x− r̂||22 − βDKL(qθ (z|x)||p(z)) (5)

The distribution p(z) is chosen according to the principle of

maximum entropy: since the latent variables are in the range

(−∞,+∞), the Gaussian distribution is the most appropriate

for this case. Each latent variable is then constrained to have a

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and one variance. Similar

to VAE, we cannot train the encoder by directly sampling the

mean and variance of the latent vector. Instead, we employ the

re-parametrization trick: we sample a random vector ǫ from a

normal distribution, the latent vector is represented as zx =
µx + ǫ ⊙ σ 2

x , with ⊙ the element-wise product. Because the

role of zr is only to reconstruction, it should be noted that we

do not have a random normal vector for this variable. Figure 3

summarizes training a VAE with feature alignment.

3.4. Improving the quality of the features
(VFA-GAN)

As will be shown in the results section, the images extracted

using the feature alignment trained with VAE are blurry, due to

the variational autoencoder nature (Rezende and Viola, 2018).

We add a generator network G and a discriminator network

D to the images generated by the technique to improve their

quality. In this manner, the optimized random vector functions

as a second latent vector, thereby sampling a more complex

distribution from the latent representation. This generator

network is similar to the refiner network described in Atapattu

and Rekabdar (2019), which takes an image as input and outputs

an improved version of it.

The optimized random input is fed into the generator,

which then generates a new output that is compared to

the input x. The discriminator is trained as a generative
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FIGURE 2

Approximation of reversibility. (A) The network trained without feature alignment can only recover partially the inputs. (B) The network trained

with feature alignment can retrieve all the inputs.

FIGURE 3

Variational autoencoder with feature alignment. Left: training the encoder to reconstruct the inputs x. Right: we randomly sample a normal

vector ǫ to generate new data statiscally simillar to the training data. Note that the main di�erent between encoders with FA and VFA is on the

latent representation.

adversarial network, that assesses the likelihood that G(r̂)

is genuine or fake (that is, i.e., whether it comes from

training data or not). The generator is updated by receiving

gradients from the discriminator. For more stable training, we

use the least square loss for the discriminator (Mao et al.,

2017). Alternatively, it may be possible to use the Wasserstein

GAN formulation (Arjovsky et al., 2017), which replaces the

discriminator with a critic network that measures the score of

the “realness” of an image.

We propose using a random schedule for the variable β in

order to reduce the potential effects that could be caused by the

posterior collapse problem in VAEs (Lucas et al., 2019; Havrylov

and Titov, 2020; Takida et al., 2021) and to maintain a balance

with the reconstruction loss. We take a sample from a uniform

distribution β ← U(0, 1) for every example that we go through

in the training process.

Although pixel-level loss is typically used to optimize

image reconstruction, high-level data properties can also

be considered. Perceptual loss (Johnson et al., 2016)

is a type of measurement that compares the output of

the reconstruction with the original image at high-level

neurons (presented near the end of the network). The

mean and variance layers from the encoder network are

used in this case as the perceptual loss, requiring the

reconstruction to have the same statistical properties as

the original input.
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FIGURE 4

Training in the VFA-GAN setting, with the addition of generator

and discriminator networks.

The final losses, for the encoder,

generator, and discriminator are shown in

Equations (6)–(8), respectively:

LE = ||x− r̂||22 + βDKL(qθ (z|x)||p(z)), (6)

LG = ||1− D(G(r̂))||22 + λ(||µ(x)− µ(G(r̂))||22
+ ||σ 2(x)− σ 2(G(r̂))||22), (7)

LD = ||1− D(x)||22 + || − 1− D(G(r̂))||22. (8)

with λ a hyperparameter that weights the perceptual

loss contribution.

If training data contains additional information, such as

labels, it is possible to train a neural network simultaneously with

supervised training for specific related tasks such as conditional

generation, in which samples must correspond to a desired

class. We can condition the latent variables to have different

distributions from different classes. The output of the network

is trained using the Gaussian distribution z ∼ Q(zi, ci), with ci

being a one-hot vector containing the class information. Similar

to the work done in Ardizzone et al. (2019), we couple a linear

classification layer on top of the network, parallel to the mean

and variance layers. Since the class layer is linear, we can choose

a higher value for the one-hot vector during inference time to

emphasize the selected class. The improvements made on the

variational autoencoders with feature alignment discussed in

this section are illustrated in Figure 4.

3.5. Local feature alignment

The rules for feature alignment were presented as a global

rule: the auxiliary loss is defined with the output layer (with

the pair zx and zr) and the loss is defined with the input layer

(with the pair x and r̂), allowing full exchange of information

between all layers. However, we can reformulate this rule with

local losses, similar to target propagation rules (Bengio, 2014;

Farias and Maziero, 2018; Ororbia et al., 2018): the auxiliary loss

and loss are defined as the interaction between two connected

layers only (or even individual neurons), as follows: for each

layer l, from the first to the last, we activate xl+1 from its inputs

xl and store a second activation from a random input rl with

the same dimension. We then optimize the random input rl
with an auxiliary loss between activation of the random output

rl+1 and the true output xl+1. Finally, the parameters of the

chosen layer θl are updated by optimizing the loss between

the reconstruction r̂l and true input xl. This technique of

local training is summarized in Algorithm 2 and illustrated in

Figure 5.

1: for l=0, L do ⊲ for each layer

2: zlx = E(x; θl)
3: initialize r = x.shape

4: t = 0

5: while t < T do

6: zlr = E(r; θl)
7: Ll = ||zlx − zlr||22
8: r = r − τ

∂Ll
∂r

9: t = t + 1

10: end while

11: r̂ = r

12: Cl = ||x− r̂||2

13: update θl by optimizing Cl

14: x = zlx .detach

15: end for

Algorithm 2. Training with local feature alignment.

Each layer of the neural network trains its parameters to

become a predictive machine by attempting to predict the

inputs using knowledge of the outputs. The local learning

constraint has a greater impact on the non-linearity of a

neural network trained in this manner. Local rules can only

rely on very strict information content available, whereas

backpropagation can adjust all network parameters so that the

feature reconstructs the input. Non-reversible functions, like

the ReLU function, propagate loss of information, resulting

in low-fidelity reconstructions. In order to retain as much

information as possible, a non-linear function must be carefully

chosen. The function inverse hyperbolic sine (arc sinh(x) =
ln(x +

√

1+ x2))), is similar to the hyperbolic tangent near

zero and logarithmic at large (absolute) values. This function

has the properties of being fully invertible, zero-centered mean,

unbounded, continuously differentiable and its gradient does

not vanish as fast as for tanh. These properties make arc sinh a

good candidate function for local training.

Similar to how non-local feature alignment is typically

done, we must propagate the information backward from the

output to the input layer by layer at inference time. However,

the non-linear function will be crucial in this situation because it

must be reversible in order to approximate reversibility. This is

accomplished by applying the inverse of the non-linear function
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FIGURE 5

Illustration of the local training rule. Within the network, we

select a pair of layers input-output l and l+ 1. The parameters θl

are updated by minimizing the distance between x and r̂l,

in which is obtained by minimizing the distance xl+1 and rl+1
with respect to rl.

after each layer that makes use of the function, following the

input of the latent vector. The Algorithm 3 provides a summary

of this procedure.

1: sample z
L
x

2: for l=L, 0 do

3: initialize r = x.shape with x as z
l
x = E(x; θl)

4: t = 0

5: while t < T do

6: z
l
r = E(r; θl)

7: Ll = ||zlx − z
l
r||22

8: r = r − τ
∂Ll
∂r

9: t = t + 1

10: end while

11: r̂ = r

12: if layer = non-linear function f then

13: r̂ = f−1(r̂)

14: end if

15: z
l
x = r̂

16: end for

Algorithm 3. Reconstruction with local feature alignment.

4. Implementation details

The encoder network consists of a series of convolutional

layers, similar to the AlexNet architecture (Krizhevsky et al.,

2012), but with stride one and two for down-scaling, instead

of maxpool, with LeakyReLU activation. The generator network

has three convolutional layers. The discriminator network has

the same architecture as the encoder, except for the last layer

that outputs a single value. Only the generator utilizes batch

normalization after each convolution. All convolutions have

kernel size k = 3. Details of the networks can be found in

Tables 7–12 in Appendix B for MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA and

STL-10, respectively.

We use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017) with

learning rate η = 0.00001 and batch size 128. The parameters

of the encoder and generator networks are initialized with

orthogonal initialization (Saxe et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2020).

We set the hyperparameter λ = 0.01 and sample β from a

uniform distribution, with a different random value for each

training example. We set the hyper-parameter τ = 1 for the

reconstruction of the input at one-shot T = 1.

From Appendix B, we have that the loss becomes unstable

when the weights w2 > 2, so we restrict the weights to the range

−
√
2 ≤ w ≤

√
2 by clamping then, as shown in Equation (9).

w =















−
√
2 if w < −

√
2,

√
2 if w >

√
2,

w otherwise.

(9)

We also report the results of the modified feature alignment

for local training as a proof of concept by training an encoder

for reconstruction from a latent vector. For GAN, when used

for reconstruction, we search the latent space that leads to most

similar images by optimizing argminz||x− G(z)||22.

5. Results

We compare the results against traditional variational

autoencoders and generative adversarial networks. The results

show the reconstruction of the inputs using feature alignment

and generator applied to the generated input. Additionaly,

we also show random samples from the generator network.

Furthermore, we display the model size and inference time

for each dataset in the next section. All models were trained

and evaluated on an Nvidia RTX 2070 graphics processing unit

(GPU) card.

We measured the quality of the results by using the Fréchet

Inception Distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2018; Seitzer, 2020).

The FID score is calculated by extracting the activation of

the global spatial pooling layer of a pre-trained Inception V3

model (Szegedy et al., 2016), for equally numbered images from

the dataset (here we choose 10,000 images) and sampled from a

generator model, as shown in Equation (10).

FID = ||µ1 − µ2||22 + tr(61 +62 − 2
√

6162) (10)

with µ the mean of activations, 6 the covariance matrix and

tr the trace function. The FID score, as opposed to pixel-level

comparisons, compares the similarity of images at a high level in

the feature layers, where significant patterns can be identified.

This is in contrast to comparisons that are made at the pixel

level. Due to the fact that FID is measured on a collection of
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TABLE 2 FID scores across four image datasets.

Method MNIST CelebA CIFAR-10 STL-10

VAE 39.84± 0.15 84.84± 0.10 163.59± 0.37 201.59± 0.46

GAN 21.50±2.79 32.85± 1.22 63.39± 0.62 247.35± 2.43

VFA (ours) 120.02± 1.11 143.51± 1.04 209.32± 1.96 259.96± 2.46

VFA− GAN (ours) 41.24± 2.71 132.18± 2.73 73.20± 2.67 167.26± 5.18

Mean and standard deviation from three trials. Lower is better. We can see that the generator improves the quality of the samples by lowering the FID score from sampling variational

autoencoders trained with feature alignment.

FIGURE 6

Representation of the latent space. (A) Latent space with two neurons, (B) images from features extracted by manipulating the classification layer.

images, we are able to make a comparison between the statistics

of the distributions found in natural images (or any other set of

images that may be desired) and those produced by a generative

method. Because it operates in a manner analogous to that of a

distance metric, values that are lower indicate that the generated

images are statistically more comparable to either the training or

test data.

Table 2 shows the average FID score results for three

different initializations. We can see that across the four datasets,

feature alignment has higher scores, which indicates that,

in comparison to the other approaches, it has a lower sampling

quality. When a generative network is used, however, feature

alignment can achieve scores that are more comparable to those

achieved by GANs.

The results of each dataset section below demonstrate that

VFA has a lower sample quality and, thus, a greater FID.

This behavior is primarily caused by two factors: first, VFA

has the same limitations as variational auto-encoders, in which

sampling is constrained by the latent layer and tends to produce

blurry images to some extent as a result of the loss attempting

to approximate the distribution on the latent space to a normal

distribution. Second, in addition to optimizing reconstruction

and approaching the normal distribution, the loss of VFA must

FIGURE 7

Reconstruction of images of the MNIST dataset from four

di�erent models.

also optimize reversibility when the encoders of a VAE and

VFA are set to have the same size. The GAN formulation and

publications concerning the FID metric both demonstrate that

both VFA and VAE contain losses that act on pixel space, which

is not always the optimal measure to produce sharp images.

Since the generator is trained with a discriminator and both

have losses that function on a different space than the pixels,

connecting the generator network to enhance the quality of the

reconstructed inputs leads to better samples and a lower FID.
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FIGURE 8

Left: random samples. Right: interpolation among four images reconstructed from the dataset.

TABLE 3 Size and execution time required to draw a single sample

using multiple models trained on the MNIST dataset.

Model Size (×105 parameters) Time (×10−4 s)
VAE 27.40 9.44

GAN 13.44 5.73

VFA 14.0 11.66

VFA-GAN 14.16 20.59

VFA takes approximately the same amount of time as VAE, but only half the number of

parameters.

5.1. MNIST

The MNIST dataset (Lecun et al., 1998) is a collection of

60,000 grayscale images with size 28× 28 pixels that contain

hand drawings of digits from zero to nine. Figure 6A shows the

latent space trained on two neurons as outputs, we can see that

the network attempts to cluster the images to similarity, while

Figure 6B shows the reconstruction for a fixed latent vector but

varying a trained classified output vector according to the labels

of the dataset. Figure 7 shows the reconstruction of images by the

features and with the generator applied to them, compared with

traditional AE, VAE, and GAN. Even though the reconstructions

are frequently noisy, the generator can sharpen the images to

make them more similar to the original inputs. Figure 8 shows

random samples from the generator with a class layer coupled to

the encoder. To show the consistency of transitions on the latent

space, the same image also features the interpolation of the latent

vector between four pairs of images.

The size of the model and the amount of time required to

draw a single sample are provided in the Table 3. The size of

a feature algorithm is approximately half that of a variational

autoencoder because it trains a network without a decoder,

but its execution time is roughly the same due to the backward

pass used to update the random input.

5.2. CelebA

The CelebA dataset (Liu et al., 2015) is a collection of 202,600

images of celebrity faces. The images were resized to 64 ×
64 pixels. Figures 9, 10 show the reconstruction and sampling

with interpolation between samples, respectively. Without the

perceptual loss (with λ = 1), we noticed a failure on the

convergence of the generator network, resulting in samples

containing only noise.

The size and duration of sampling a single image for various

models are displayed in Table 4. As before, we can see that VFA

takes about the same amount of time despite being half the size.

5.3. CIFAR-10

The CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009)

contains 70,000 natural images with size 32× 32 pixels across 10

different classes. Figure 11 shows the reconstruction of images

from the dataset. While the features do approximate the original

inputs, the transformation of the generator tends to be more

dissimilar due to its loss being dependent only on the adversarial

contribution (λ = 0). Just as before, Figure 12 shows random

samples and interpolation, which show a diversity of images,

albeit less perceptual similar to the original dataset.

Table 5 shows the size and time of sampling for different

models. Since VFA is very similar to VAE, but without the

decoder, we can see that it maintains the half-size pattern for the

same amount of time, due to the backward pass.

5.4. STL-10

The STL-10 dataset (Adam et al., 2011) is a subset of the

ImageNet dataset that contains 100,000 unlabeled images, and

a additional of 500 labeled images for training and 800 images
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FIGURE 9

Reconstruction of images of the CelebA dataset from four di�erent models.

FIGURE 10

Two sets of interpolation among four random sampled images.

TABLE 4 Size and execution time required to draw a single sample

using multiple models trained on the CelebA dataset.

Model Size (×105 parameters) Time (×10−4 s)
VAE 37.48 19.41

GAN 18.48 12.45

VFA 19.04 22.79

VFA-GAN 19.24 41.71

VFA takes approximately the same amount of time as VAE, but only half the number of

parameters.

for testing. This dataset is mostly used for unsupervised tasks,

but since in this work we are interested in image generation, we

used only the set of unlabeled images, resized to 64× 64 pixels.

The reconstruction results are shown in Figure 13. We can

see that the reconstruction r̂ fromVFA is visually similar to VAE,

but has slightly better fidelity to shapes.

Random samples from VFA-GAN are shown in Figure 14.

We also show, in Table 6, the size of each model and the time

required to draw samples. Note that the size of the model

VFA-GAN includes both the encoder and generator networks.

It is important to note that feature alignment is not expected

to outperform the reconstruction and sample qualities of VAEs

and GANs. Because the reversibility condition is a constraint

on neural network optimization, which must thus balance the

reversibility cost with other losses. Nevertheless, we compare

the reconstruction L2 loss with other networks to analyze how

different each network is compared to the same metric. These

results are shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 11

Reconstruction of images on CIFAR-10.

FIGURE 12

Left: random samples. Right: interpolation among four images reconstructed from the dataset.

TABLE 5 Size and execution time required to draw a single sample

using multiple models trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset.

Model Size (×105 parameters) Time (×10−4 s)
VAE 97.55 10.01

GAN 47.48 7.20

VFA 50.28 11.25

VFA-GAN 51.95 21.56

VFA takes approximately the same amount of time as VAE, but only half the number of

parameters.

Given that it is optimized directly for reconstruction,

autoencoders have the lowest loss, which is to be expected given

the nature of the network. Because they are optimized with the

same amount of loss, the reconstructions from feature alignment

should be compared to VAEs and the generator should be

compared to GAN. It is clear from this that the lack of perceptual

loss on the generator network (for the CIFAR-10 dataset) has

FIGURE 13

Reconstruction of images on STL-10 from di�erent models.

a negative impact on the reconstruction ability (without first

optimizing the latent vector).
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FIGURE 14

Random samples from VFA-GAN of images on STL-10.

TABLE 6 Size and execution time required to draw a single sample

using multiple models trained on the STL-10 dataset.

Model Size (×105 parameters) Time (×10−2 s)
VAE 254.22 1.51

GAN 32.74 1.50

VFA 221.48 1.72

VFA-GAN 229.90 2.18

FIGURE 15

Comparison of the reconstruction L2 loss for AE, VAE, GAN, r,

and G(r).

5.5. Local feature alignment

In this section, we present the results obtained by an

encoder that was trained for reconstruction using the local

feature alignment training. Figures 16A–D show reconstruction

pairs for the MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA and STL-10 datasets,

respectively. We can observe that local training can reconstruct

images even though the layers do not receive any information

from the reconstruction loss of images. This can be attributed

to the same reason as non-local feature alignment: the weights

form an orthogonal matrix that attempts to reverse information

between layers as much as possible, that is only limited by

the network capacity, which is directly related to the number

of neurons.

6. Conclusions

We presented feature alignment, a technique to approximate

reversibility in neural networks. By optimizing the features to

match the inputs, we trained an encoder to predict its input,

given an output. For a simple case, we showed that it is

possible to recover the inputs given only the outputs by adding

latent variables, which are optimized only with the reversibility

loss. We can generate new samples with the same statistical

distribution as the training data by coupling a probabilistic

layer with the same formulation as the variational autoencoders.

We combined the generative adversarial network method by

coupling a generator and a discriminator network to the images

generated by the method to improve the quality of the generated

samples, which suffer from noise effects. We also demonstrated

that the technique can be modified to use a local training

rule instead of backpropagation, which has the advantage of

using less memory for training and extracting gradients from

neural networks.

Mathematical analysis on the convergence of the proposed

technique shows that the weights converge to a pseudo-

inverse matrix, which justifies the convergence of a network

trained in this way to map its outputs back to its inputs.

Since the bottlenecks do not permit a one-to-one relationship,

the restriction is the architecture of the network itself.

We used the technique to reconstruct and generate images

from the datasets MNIST, CIFAR-10, CelebA and STL-10.

The results demonstrate that the features can approximate the

inputs. Despite the fact that it cannot improve on the sampling

quality of other current generative techniques, reversibility

can be advantageous when a mapping of the outputs back

to their inputs is desired. The CIFAR-10 and STL-10 datasets

are notoriously difficult due to the small image size and high

variance, resulting in samples with a high FID measure.

The primary shortcoming of the approach is that it places

a restriction of reversibility on the parameters of a neural

network. This forces the parameters to be balanced between

reconstruction or sampling and reversibility, which in turn

reduces the quality of the images that are produced. When

an encoder is trained to compress an image into a latent

representation, which must approximate a normal distribution,

and also reconstruct the input given this representation, this can

be seen as an additional loss to optimize. An encoder is trained to

accomplish these two tasks simultaneously. Therefore, in order

to recover the inputs, the trainable parameters of a network not

only need to minimize some loss with respect to the forward

propagation of information, but they also need to reduce some

loss with respect to the backward propagation of information.

As a direct consequence of this, there is a limited number of
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FIGURE 16

Local feature alignment. Each pair of images contains the reconstruction and original, respectively. (A) MNIST, (B) CIFAR-10, (C) CelebA, and (D)

STL-10.

practicable optimal configurations that the trainable parameters

are capable of reaching.

We can use label information for conditional sample

generation by connecting a classification layer to the encoder

network. Furthermore, the results of local training suggest

that we can train neural networks without using global loss

function feedback, which is an important area of application of

this technique.

The proposed method can be interpreted in a way that

places it somewhere in the middle of VAEs and GANs. The

complete architecture, which is comprised of an encoder and

a generator network, possesses more complex latent vectors

that may be exploited and generates samples that are crisper

than those produced by VAEs. Feature alignment is a technique

that can be implemented across a broad variety of neural

network designs so long as the architecture of the neural

networks being utilized can be entirely differentiated end to end.

As a result, it offers the possibility of making modifications,

which could potentially lead to an improvement in the results

in general. For instance, utilizing residual networks, such

as ResNets (He et al., 2016) for the encoder and U-Net

(Ronneberger et al., 2015) for the generator network, since

the latter can transfer the dimension of the input onto itself,

are two examples of how this may be done to both improve

the flow of information and reduce the influence of disappear

gradients.
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